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About This Game

welcome to the virtual world,  where you can become whoever you want!

Nexus -  is a real life simulator, your every action will affect the life of Your character,
the basic idea of the project is to give players complete freedom in the vast giant world.
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Title: Nexus
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
INEFFABLE
Publisher:
INEFFABLE
Release Date: 25 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64

Processor: Intel Core i5-2400/AMD FX-8320

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 660 / Radeon HD 7850

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 15 GB available space

English,Russian
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Announcement of Update V 0.3.8 for 《Princess of Holy Light》:
Thank you very much for your inclusiveness and support, and for giving us feedback in a timely manner. At present, our
development team has updated the version to V 0.3.8. The main changes are as follows:
1.Optimizing and adjusting the logic of battle.
2.Change the first battle's map.

PS:
The story will be remade soon.. Shop Heroes 2 Years Celebration!:
Greetings fellow Shopkeepers, Heroes and Adventures!

As some folks have started to mention. Shop Heroes is indeed 2 years old now!

It’s been an amazing ride to say the least and we are all very excited for what's to come to the game very soon!

So get ready to see some events, Gems for all and some rugs!

9/30 100 gems, for all players and 24 hour Double Surcharge Event
10/1 0% Quest Break Chance Event
10/2 -25% Increased Fusion Time Event
10/3 50 Gems for all players and Double XP Event
10/4 Quest Time Reduction Event
10/5 -25% Craft Time Event
10/6 Double Surcharge Event
10/7 Free Toast Carpet for all players

Enjoy!!!. Beta update #6: the big interface fixes list:
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A pretty quick update, seeing as #5 was yesterday, but there were a few important things that needed fixing!

Apparently there was a huge bug for people playing with just the mouse and accessing datacards or talking to NPC's. I didn't
know about this since I rarely play with the mouse ;) if you run into things like this don't shy away to throw it on the forum or
just poke me on twitter (@orangepascal)

I also (finally!) got the map rendering nicely centered.. which was irritating me personally, along with various other interface
improvements as you can read in the list below.

But there is also something new in the update, the first power-weapon: The berzerker. This is a special weapon you can pick up
and sits in your inventory, it has both a positive and a negative effect (someone on the forum mentioned and made me come up
with some ideas). Basically this weapon is extremely powerful, but it will also use extremely many shells!

More power-weapons are coming!

for now, enjoy the update, and let me know if you run into weird stuff in the forums.

interface:

fix: map now centered
fix: “nocontroller” setting works again (oops)
fix: mouse-controls and dialogs reappearing bug
fix: i-key now also closes inventory
fix: improved datacard navigation/selecting
fix: added “found X cards” to datacard menu
fix: mom-spider now fits better in datacards

game:

change: NPC’s now show up less frequent
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add: first power weapon “berzerker” , high kill rate but costs a lot of shells
fix: less screen-shake with smaller bombs
fix: more checks for only handing out 1 alien-artifact

. Announcement of Update V 1.0.9 for 《Princess of Holy Light》:
Thank you very much for your inclusiveness and support, and for giving us feedback in a timely manner. At present, our
development team has updated the version to V1.0.9. The main changes are as follows:

1.Fixed a bug that some professional guards could not recruit.
2. Adjusted the random rank of guards when they were hired .. Crow with Ultra Resolution Environments now available,
Free Demo soon!:
Crow is now available with ultra high resolution environments and landscapes, textures up to 4096x4096 pixels. Only available
on the PC!

Also a free demo of Crow will be available shortly, just as soon as it's approved by the Steam system.

This update includes other very minor fixes and improvements to graphics and gameplay.. New casual maze game "aMAZE
Classic: Inverted" now available on Steam!:
Hello, dear Gamer! We have prepared for you a new maze game, with calm soundtrack and cool achievements, hope you like it!
Thank you for your support us! Enjoy)

https://store.steampowered.com/app/874010/. Russian Localisation Mod Available Now:
To our Russian speaking Fans,

We are delighted to announce that the Tolma4 Team has completed work on their unofficial fan translation of Life is Strange:
Before the Storm for PC (Steam). Instructions for how to download and install this fan-made modification can be found here.
[tolma4team.ru]

[tolma4team.ru]

Please note: This is not an official translations and Square Enix has not tested or verified it. Download and Installation of the
modification is done at your own risk. Please contact the Tolma4 Team if you have any questions or concerns.

We would like to thank both the Russian fan community for your patience and also the Tolma4 Team for their continued hard
work and dedication.
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